
Multiple monitors help employees

get more done 
Even with today’s highly mobile workforce, multiple monitors 
make the most of the time employees spend at their desks. 

Although smartphone and tablet use is on 
the rise, today’s workforce still spends most 
of their day working on their laptops. 

“Respondents got on task quicker, did the work faster and got more of the 
work done with fewer errors in multi-screen configurations.”

Switching back and forth between documents with one monitor is inefficient. 
Multiple monitors let employees see the whole picture, at once. 

Unlike other investments companies can make, 
multiple monitors deliver increased productivity right away. 

Samsung curved monitors provide an immersive 
experience, greater productivity and reduced 
eye strain for employees. Multiple curved 
monitors create an effective work space.

Multiple monitors for multiple needs. Samsung offers a wide selection 
of monitors to meet specific workforce needs and requirements. 

more comfortable

By connecting additional monitors to those 
laptops, employees can be more productive. 

See more and do more

Multiple displays, 
multiplied productivity2 

ROI on day 1 

Curved monitors 
give you even more

1CDW (2012, October) The Mobility Edge: CDW’s 2012 Small Business Mobility Report. Retrieved June 18, 2015 from 
http://www.cdwnewsroom.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/CDW_Small_Biz_Mobility_Report_100812FINAL.pdf

2Anderson, James (2003) Productivity and Multi-Screen Displays. Retrieved June 18, 2015 from 
http://content.lib.utah.edu/utils/getfile/collection/ir-eua/id/3137/filename/3138.pdf

multiple monitors - 1 day 
software upgrade - 1 week  
hardware installation - 1 month  

Declining monitor 
costs make realizing 

ROI even faster.

Comfortable, equidistant 
viewing from edge to edge

 easier task tracking

faster edits

To find out more about Samsung Monitor solutions 
visit Samsung.com/business/monitors
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